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use.   You cannot be too careful, as Sir Adrian insisted.
There is a negative use for armaments in these matters.
Peace in a world of sovereign states is necessarily a neutralisa-
tion, an equalisation, a careful balance of gun against gun
and ship against ship.   You even let the belligerent Germans
have a carefully-rationed army and fleet.   How could they
sustain public security and  maintain their national self-
respect without these things ?    What uniforms could they
wear ?   What decorations ?    The adjustment of forces is no
doubt a delicate one, but how else is Security possible ?   The
Foreign Office and the Diplomatic Service saw to that with a
peculiar wisdom and subtlety above the understanding of
common men. . . ,
All round the world, and according to their scope and
scale, the Morningsides, happy in this dangerously balanced
Security, pursued the even tenor of their ways, oblivious,
deliberately oblivious, to the time bomb of Destiny, that
ticked more and more audibly beneath their feet, Only
belatedly did a certain rocking of the ground and queer
outbreaks of stink and steam, assume a personal significance.
Only with extreme reluctance would Edward Albert allow
himself to think that this heaving danger might after all be
addressed to him.
The ingredients and factors in this time bomb that is now
blowing all the  Morningside Prospects, all the self-com-
placencies of the world of Homo Tewler sky high, are gradually
being made plain by the distressful criticism of its scattered
victims.   Man's own unregulated and surprising inventions
and discoveries have made all the earth one simultaneous
community, and released such a volume of available physical
and undirected  human  energy as superannuates all the
religious, traditional, historical methods that have hitherto
kept the species going.   Our circumstances demand a world-
wide moral and intellectual revolution beyond all the pre-
cedents and possibilities of former times.   To the very last
the Tewlers in any position of advantage have been sitting
upon the safety-valves of expression, of warning, information
and any adaptation, until what might have been a deliberate

